My name is Kaiyu Zhao. My wife, two young kids (3 and 5 years old) and I live at 17603 NE
110th Way, Redmond, WA 98052. We bought our house in 2016 spring.
We choose this house because
A1. The community is quiet and peaceful at the time of the purchase
A2. The schools have good ratings
A3. The greenbelt on 176th Ave NE
Our agent Jinmei Li actually mentioned this greenbelt would always remain here after
researching about their rezoning application in 2010 when we bought it.
We plan to live here for a long time, at least for the next 15 years so that our two kids can go to
the schools in here.
However, only a couple months after we purchased our house, we received a letter from the
city notifying us there would be a possible big construction project right next to us (less than
100 ft). We were shocked and disappointed.
If the building gets approved, it will have lots of negative impacts on my family.
B1. Noise during construction time
We have old parents living here, they have some health problems. They must take nap
every day to get enough rest. They won’t be able to do so once there is construction
noise around.
Both my wife and me are working overtime during weekdays. We need to take enough
sleep and rest well during weekends otherwise we will have health problems as our
family doctor Yu Wang points out. Our young kids also need to take nap during
weekends. It is known to all that if kids don’t get enough sleep, their brain development
will be affected! If the construction happens during weekends, we will lose the quite
environment and none of us will be able to take rest
B2. Dirt during construction time
My wife has coughing problems for many years and she is allergic to dirt. The dirt during
construction time will damage her health.
As you can see above, the dirt and noise are affecting our whole family’s heath, this is equally
to killing all of us slowly!
B3. Traffic block during construction time
There can be blocks on the road. My wife and me are very busy working people, if they
block or delay the traffic, we have to spend extra time in traveling and we cannot afford
that.
B4. Completely lose privacy in our yard

We use our yard a lot. We always have BBQ, play with our kids and parents, and invite
friends over. If this building gets approved, the people living in there will have a direct
view to our yard. This means, every time we want to have fun in our yard, some people
can stare at us. We are not comfortable with this and we will lose all our privacy in the
yard.
B5. Completely lose privacy at home
Right in our living room, there is a large window facing 176th Ave NE. One bedroom on
the second floor also has a large window facing 176th Ave. If this building gets
approved, we will directly look at it through both of our windows. And people living in
there can directly see us at home too. This means we lose all our privacy at home.
In the evening, if people living in there have their lights on, our house will be able to see
lights from 100 windows. This will make us unable to sleep again.
B6. New trees take long time to grow and may not survive
For the new trees Emerald Height plans to plant, it will take 10 – 15 years to grow. That
is, for that many years, we will be directly facing the building. Besides, trees may not
survive and even if they survive they may not hide the complete building.
B7. The Fumes from instructional kitchen
Our house is also affected by the kitchen fume. This means my family have to live with
Emerald Heights food smell for every second we live here.
This will also increase the temperature around it, and our house will be even hotter in
summer and becomes not proper for people to stay in, which will also cause health
problems.
B8. Noise from equipment and people in the building
The kitchen, the AC, and the people living in the building will bring more noise and
affect our rest, which will cause health issues.
Everyone, including every staff in Redmond city, knows Emerald Heights promised city that they
would keep ALL greenbelt when they applied for Rezoning in 2010. They are breaking this
promise and city is supporting them. We are very disappointed at both of them:
We are disappointed at Emerald Heights:
C1. They lied to the public about the rezoning.
C2. Sacrifice Abbey Road for their own benefit
They admitted they have other options to build the assisted living building, but they
want to remove the greenbelt simply to lower the cost. They are sacrificing our family,
our neighborhood’s, our environment to saving budget for themselves.
We are also very disappointed at Redmond city:

D1. City ignores residents’ feedback and supports liers
We thought in a liberal country, in a country that allows free speech and equal human
rights, the City would take their residents’ opinions fairly, but we are wrong. The City
knows Emerald Heights is lying on the rezoning, but it continues to let Emerald Heights
pass the design and technical review. My family attend all city meetings, and we can see
that City simply ignore all of Abbey Road residents’ feedback.
D2. Out of scale building in residential neighborhood
Redmond city clearly states Education Hill is an established neighborhoods of singlefamily character, http://www.redmond.gov/common/pages/UserFile.aspx?fileId=67785.
But they are allowing Emerald Heights to build a large, out of scale building like the ones
in Redmond downtown in Education Hill.
Below are the pictures from our yard, living room, and bedroom. If the building gets built, all
the green trees you see now will be replaced by the building.
E1. Current view from yard

E2. Current view from bedroom

E3. Current view from living room
E3. Current view from living room

You can find the electric copy of photo at the Appendix or
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/109ZquCep7A_0S3gL2acBo0S9_TPd0GRX?usp=sharing
Thanks
Kaiyu Zhao, Yue Huang
17603 NE 110th way, Redmond, WA, 98052

